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HCAL Activity During 2018 ● Sub-assemblies were 
assembled by Spring ‘18
○ Many, many thanks to Hall 

A techs!!!
● Summer: Installed the pulser 

system (fibers).
● Early Fall: Installed the 

cables and electronic 
support system (Thanks 
Bogdan and Will).

● Late Fall: Tested all PMTs 
and restarted cosmic tests.

2
Sub-assemblies as of December 2018



PMT Relative Quantum Efficiency
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● Goal: Test each PMT and place group of PMTs 
with highest QE in middle columns of HCAL.

● Will use two types of PMTs:
○ CMU: 19-pin, 12-stage XP2262 (192 PMTs)
○ JLab: 21-pin, 8-stage XP2282 (96 PMTs)
○ Numbering scheme:

■ 190xxx
■ 20-xxx



PMT Relative Quantum Efficiency (continued)
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● Relative QE was measured using the 
pulser system already on HCAL.

● Pulse the brightest LED @ 75 Hz on 
un-greased PMTs placed on 18 modules 
(6x3 grid).

● These modules see light from same LED 
at same time, but through separate 
fibers.

● To remove the effect of differences in 
fiber quality, I cycled a group of PMTs 
vertically on all 6 rows, and then a few 
horizontally across the 3 columns.



PMT Relative Quantum Efficiency (continued)
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● Scaled results of each module by module with highest NPE 
(mod 1-1).

● Measured relative NPE ∝(Mean/RMS)2

● Relative QE is with respect to reference 19 pin PMT (which 
had highest NPE of the first group of 18)

19-pin (blue) and 20-pin 
(red)



PMT Relative Quantum Efficiency (continued)
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● Divide PMTs into 6 groups of 48 
PMTs.

● Group 1 is positioned in middle 
columns on HCAL.

● Group 2 on either side of group 1, 
and so forth.

● Since JLab (20-pin) PMTs had 
highest relative QE overall, those are 
placed in groups 1 and 2.

● All 19-pin PMTs placed on groups 
3-6.

6 45 3 12 1 32 4 65

PMT grouping by QE



Cosmic Tests (Grease Tests)
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● Earlier tests with 
pulser system 
showed no need for 
optical grease.

● Needed to confirm 
with cosmics.

● Made 6x4 grid of 
PMTs

● Triggered on 
scintillator and at 
least one PMT from 
top row.

Trigger Scintillator



Cosmic Tests (Grease Tests)
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● In order to get good 
vertical tracks, I required 
that only one top row PMT 
have triggered (cut on max 
ADC value and Amplitude).
○ Then required that each 

of the PMTs on either 
side of this column did 
not have a signal. 

● Image shows bad event 
that will be discarded.



Cosmic Tests (Grease Tests)
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● I fit a Landau on each 
result and recorded 
MPV.

● Image shows events 
with grease.



Cosmic Tests (Grease Tests)
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● Then removed grease 
on a few PMTs and 
recorded the difference.



Cosmic Tests (Grease Tests)
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# Column description
Module  Run454    Run 456    Diff      Percent Diff

# Added grease for run 456
[04,02] 2035.36 - 2708.56 =  673.20 ( 28.382 +/-  1.866)%

# Removed grease for run 456
[02,03] 2722.38 - 2037.28 = -685.10 ( -28.788 +/-  1.394)%
[03,02] 2116.11 - 1614.35 = -501.76 ( -26.901 +/-  1.729)%
[03,04] 1952.87 - 1791.40 = -161.47 ( -8.625 +/-  1.406)%
[04,01] 2169.26 - 1601.20 = -568.06 ( -30.132 +/-  2.135)%

# For comparison, these modules were left unchanged
# Has grease during both runs
[02,01] 2076.18 - 2028.52 =  -47.66 ( -2.322 +/-  1.619)%
[02,02] 2026.70 - 2032.91 =    6.21 (  0.306 +/-  1.508)%
[02,04] 2509.68 - 2564.15 =   54.47 (  2.147 +/-  1.553)%
[03,01] 2157.52 - 2154.65 =   -2.87 ( -0.133 +/-  1.474)%
[03,03] 1822.99 - 1818.31 =   -4.68 ( -0.257 +/-  1.597)%
[04,03] 2165.06 - 2121.40 =  -43.66 ( -2.037 +/-  1.298)%
[04,04] 2745.84 - 2692.92 =  -52.92 ( -1.946 +/-  1.414)%
[05,01] 2143.92 - 2128.39 =  -15.53 ( -0.727 +/-  1.733)%
[05,03] 2705.35 - 2677.59 =  -27.76 ( -1.031 +/-  2.012)%
[05,04] 2088.57 - 2085.83 =   -2.74 ( -0.131 +/-  1.610)%
[06,01] 2155.84 - 2060.26 =  -95.58 ( -4.534 +/-  1.983)%
[06,02] 2253.90 - 2169.99 =  -83.91 ( -3.793 +/-  2.149)%
[06,03] 1896.99 - 1796.93 = -100.06 ( -5.418 +/-  1.868)%
[06,04] 2699.93 - 2695.61 =   -4.32 ( -0.160 +/-  1.625)%
# Has no grease during both runs
[05,02] 2031.43 - 2048.98 =   17.55 (  0.860 +/-  2.500)%



Cosmic Tests (Grease Tests)
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● Why such a large 
difference?

● Maybe can be explained by 
incident angle of light on 
light-guide and PMT 
boundary.

● Shown is a quick 
calculation of fresnel 
refraction on two 
boundaries.

● In any case, I’ll travel to 
JLab in February or March 
to apply grease.


